
 

Riemann Surfaces lecture 1

let Ace be an open set

fi WH f ut w

is holomorphic if it satisfies
the Cauchy Riemann equation

Ex Ey Ey ah
We define f If ti Ix

first
Our goal in this course is to

Following

define Riemann surfaces andgigging
do some analysis on them Rejoices in

line

There is a second related course

taughtby Niles Reid which



by
will focus more on an algebraic

approach

Gualgain in I can be described
in terms of dim carl grad but
it will be more usefuleaefffdaug.gg
to use the languageofdifferential
forms I am not assuming that

you burow this language so I
will start bygiving a relatively
briefsummary and referring
you to other sources for a

more leisurely introduction



Iowa are useful theoretically
and they are useful for
specific calculations

For those of you who lament

seen this before it will be

necessary to
do some calculations

to get a feel for how this

works fuggestidreference available on YouTube
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calculus and Manifolds

Ted Shifrin Math 3510 DayX YouTube

Days 24 29



A k four ou R is an object
which can be integrated over

Coueiter
a k dimensionalpubmarnfold

of heist is an object on which integration
is natural and well defined
In particular a tfore is

related to line integrals
If 0 is a k foratthem at

each point p of Ra op is a function

from k Egaleoof vectors to R
Optic VEf is a number



Ak founeataktuplesofuealots
and spits outnumbers

Examplesof K forms amalti imbe
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function.witetti ie

Define a K four whiclewecall
dXI as follows teen
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I giveoareaipeforfouving
a kik mirror ofthematrie
of coordinates of h k
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dx u'M deff vetroTour
hate dx die
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Convention Wecalettuitfoundx



Note that the role of the indices i h

is to refer to coordinate functions on
R If we live other names for
thecoordinate functions we can

use these writing dy and dy ou

REinsteadof da and da



Def Cela foramina is an expression

f fieldXI
P U his

El 43

we usually assume tbuttioawooth
Aimee we will want to discuss the

hate that derivativesoff
ij it

If ICD Ilk then dye 0

Ifor rowaarequalthen the
determinant in zero

I

F ly k
3

Op.LV Hk is linear in each
variable

If we switch tarouectors then
the sign of Qp changes



Behavior of the determinant on

columns
Wernabetheaowenturiltrat
ao founisjustafunctoin
o0

waters

can be

Prop
written 2 fIdxI

I k3 El 43
I

where Iiaigeateeaudinareasing

Cor Amu form in can be
written as

f fIdXI where Iis

Wecallsachaform the identitya volumeform
ways

Cor If k ultimate form ni



It is zero

There is a product on thespare
of forms which makes it an

algebra
over thering ofsmoothfunctionsin fact a gradedalgebra

Wedefine the wedge product
of a dform dXI and a m found f
to be the et m form dies when
The multi index It is lie ie ji jug

In a more thoroughtreatmentofforms wewoulddefinethewedgeproduct in a coordinate

free way and we would deduce this from
the coordinatefreedefinition



Prop DXIn dx film tax n die

We define the wedgeproduct
in general so that it is
distributive with respect to

multiplication by function

Remark We can also write

DXI as dyIa r d t Ies DXIag

Convention If we write
the coordinate functions in

HD as x and y then we

write dy and dy for the



corresponding i found

Example dis you are functionsof xy

xdxtpdy n rdxtudy

xdxnrdytxdxnndyi
pdyrrdxtp.delady

andyndy BodyAdx

an Bo dxadY

Referencefrom Shifrin

time 2400 Wedge Day 25



Exterior derivative Iff is a o form
d f 22 dis is a t four

Note dat WI Dfv so the
exterior derivative for functions
can be identified with the
derivative of a function
ante that both of them things
are naturallyidentified with
the routettof length n

tax 1
since a sour water is a linear

mapfrom Nu to N


